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PARTONE
NOW LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT DIFFERENT
‘MYSTIC’ ABILITIES
In order to develop a deeper connection to 5th
dimensional beings such as the Angels and to
connect with the divine and the universe there
are gifts and intuitive abilities we can tune into
and deepen.
• With our consciousness and awareness raising
planetary frequency, people clearing their wounds
and karma, developing psychic abilities is becoming
easier as we all open up further to the mysteries of
the divine.
• The Angelic realm is helping us with this.

RULES TO DEVELOPING AND TRUSTING
YOUR INCREASING ABILITIES:
• Heal your issues and thus you will want to heal
others
• Create balance in your emotional and spiritual
bodies or your messages will be as jumbled as your
thinking
• Your frequency will automatically raise and you
will receive images.
• Experience, test and explore what is shown to you.
Opening your intuitive gifts has to do with DNA
activation of your encoded cellular memories,
activation of your chakras, raising your frequency,
balancing your energy bodies, your self-esteem, the
ability to trust in what you 'hear' and 'see', your
emotional state, and expanding your knowledge base
in all areas of physical reality.
Intuitive gifts connects to the right side of the
brain - the feminine, creative, and intuitive
aspects, this can also be described as the
‘irrational side’.
One may also experience body sensation such as
chills, tingles, hair standing on end, tickles, or other
physical sensations.
Let’s explore these a little further.

PARTTWO
THE DIFFERENT ABILITIES OF MYSTICS
CLAIRVOYANCE: THE MYSTIC THAT
SEES; THE SECOND SIGHT
Clairvoyance is the art of 'seeing' beyond the five
senses. It is connected to the Third Eye or Sixth
Chakra.
You could call it second sight or sixth sense
Clairvoyants have super developed 6th chakra’s…
the eye between the eyes being fully active and
operational. A clairvoyant has the ability to tune
into their second sight and ‘see’ things that are
ordinarily hidden from the average human eye, the
invisible world…

Clairvoyance is often called the 'sixth sense' or
ESP.
• Ways in which this can be conveyed is there are
some psychics that see the spirits of ‘passed ones’,
of beings and entities that live in other dimensions
but also frequent earth… These intuitives are very
gifted with mediumship and able to pass messages
on to the living world, relatives and lost ones of the
dearly departed.
• Another variation of clairvoyance is ‘scrying’,
being able to use a tool such as a crystal ball to
visualize a ‘possible future’ or gain an insight into
the energy of a situation. Basically clairvoyants can
see pictures; they can pick up imprints, see
past/future events and have the magical ability
seeing a world very different to the ‘average’ eye…
Clairvoyants read the tarot, tea leaves, crystal balls
and auras…

As you develop your psychic abilities you
will be able to look to a higher frequency,
with your eyes opened.
• Gentle ways to begin to develop your third eye
would be to close your eyes and imagine the point
between your eyebrows, your ‘third eye’ becoming as
real as your physical eyes. It is a lot easier to begin
seeing colours and images with your eyes closed
rather than going for the ‘full’ opened eyed visual.

• So start with colours, imagine your third eye
opening, maybe take an amethyst or crystal of your
choice and place it between your eyes allowing it to
work its magic, gently slow down your breathing and
ask for images or colours regarding a situation or
person you would like to receive information about.
• Keep a journal… Write it down. Sometimes the
information will come as in a dream or with symbols.
The subconscious can communicate metaphorically,
you may not be able to discern the message but if
recorded you can look back and begin to decipher
and unravel the riddles as you become accustomed to
your gift.
Remember colours are important and usually the
beginning of the third eye development.
Whether within, (eyes closed), or once the third eye
begins to develop, it may also be possible to see
colours around a person’s aura… All colours have a
message… remember to record colours and maybe
write what they mean to you…
Once you have opened your clairvoyant gifts, it is
like any other exercise ... it gets easier and
easier. Meditation and yoga and spiritual
practices build pranic power and help.

Clairvoyant abilities:
• Divination
• Seeing the auric field around a person
• Seeing spirit
• Seeing images when the eyes are closed

CLAIRAUDIENCE: THE MYSTIC THAT
HEARS BEYOND THE MUNDANE
Clairaudience is receiving messages in thought
form from another frequency or realm. It is
considered a form of channeling.
• Clairaudient means ‘clear hearing’ and is the
psychic ability of being able to ‘tune’ in and listen
to source, spirit or a higher vibration. Some
clairaudients hear ‘voices within’ giving direct
guidance whilst others may hear songs they are
familiar with, individual sounds and even tones.
• Our body can speak to us through tones. In theta
healing we learned that tones can sound when the
body is out of balance somehow. A dull tone usually
signifies a problem whilst a more crystal tone is the
signal of a happy body

An ‘inner voice’ may be your own clairaudient
skills manifesting.
Other signals are having a low tolerance for lots of
noise; (sound sensitivity), being able to pick up
electrical frequencies, paying attention to the words
in the songs you may be playing in your head; (if it’s
a song stuck in your head from last night’s movie,
please ignore) I’m talking about these random times
a tune just appears within your mind and begins to
play…
• What are the lyrics?
• What were you thinking of when it began to play?
• Does that song remind you of an event or time in
your life when you felt a particular way?
The Universe leaves clues and metaphors, our
subconscious and spirit often talk to us using
various symbology rather than ‘direct’ words and
conversation.
Outer clairaudient can also make its presence shown
through the messages and sounds around you.
Maybe you are in a conundrum about a certain
problem and you over hear a conversation of
someone going through something similar on the bus
or train.

Or, a song pops up on the radio, in the restaurant
you just walked into. It stands out somehow, appears
stronger or louder than the other sounds around
you, it’s as if a particular lyric jumps out and
screams for attention.
We’ve all heard the expression, ‘alarm bells went
off in my head’, this is a clear example of
developing clairaudient abilities.
• Do you ever hear tones in your ears, high pitched
sounds or static, fuzzy noises?
• Have you ever heard a song playing in your head
that is relevant to how you were feeling in that
moment?
• Have you ever heard alarm bells ringing in your
head?
• Do you ever feel that the universe is ‘speaking’ to
you by sending messages through conversation, the
radio or another outer mode of sound?
• Are you sensitive to noise?
If you have answered yes to most of these you
already have these skills developing within you
and are already clairaudient. Most of us have had
experiences related to some of these examples…

How to develop your clairaudient skills

• Again with all of these gifts and abilities, keep
a journal to record your experiences. This sets
your intention and grounds it into this reality. You
are making your ‘invisible’ intentions and desires
‘visible’ and grounding them into 3D reality. Your
intentions are becoming more solid.
• Keeping track of your messages also helps you to
see how you are developing or where your stronger
skills in clairaudient are.
• How does spirit speak to you? Take some time to
silence your mind and meditate whilst tuning into
the noises around you. Practice strengthening your
hearing by picking out individual sounds and honing
in on them. Isolating different noises really trains
your ears to heighten important sounds and you will
become more adept at locating messages that are
meant especially for you.
Clairaudient abilities:
• Hearing tones or music, higher frequencies in your
ears.
• Some mystics hear voices or a ‘little voice’ in their
head. This voice is without emotion and has an
instinctive vibration to it.
• You can even pick up messages from others around
you such as conversations, music lyrics or even
messages from nature around you.

CLAIRSENTIENCE: PSYCHIC SENSING,
THE EMPATH
Experiencing other realities or entities through
the sense of touch, connection and feelings is
probably the most common gift that many of us
have.
There are a lot of ‘undiagnosed’ Empaths out
there.
• An Empath has the ability to ‘feel’ other people’s
emotions and feelings many people labeled
‘sensitive’ and suffering from deep emotions are
Empathic.
• We live in a world that doesn’t recognize Empaths
and it can be a lonely world for people that are
misunderstood.

It is my belief that clairsentients/empaths are far
more common than we realize.
This would explain a lot. Why we self-medicate,
feel overwhelmed or hit low energy with no ‘logical’
explanation and why space and alone time is so
important to many of us. Clairsentients are ‘feelers’,
they are able to ‘tune’ into the energy around them
and sense emotions, vibrations and energy.
How to spot empathic qualities within yourself:
• Do you ‘feel’ other people’s emotions?
• Even if someone looks outwardly happy can you
tell something else is wrong?
• Do you know who is calling when the phone rings
or the doorbell sounds? You may have picked up on
the energy or emotions of that person thinking of
you!!
• Do you feel drained or overwhelmed in large
crowds of people? And when you spend time around
people with problems or insensitive, selfish qualities
do you feel ‘sucked dry?’
If an Empath develops their abilities they can
move into the realm of clairsentience which can
mean holding objects and receiving messages,
imprints and emotions.

• It is important to take care of your energy if
you are empathic. If you feel you are constantly
overwhelmed or drained with the interaction of
other human beings then I recommend mastering
your energy more.
• Some of the things that have helped me are
having a daily practice of some kind to help my
energy field… for me it’s meditation and yoga but
the gym, jogging, swimming or any kind of physical
exercise will help to strengthen your energy and add
wellbeing and health into your life.
• Food is also very important to my energy. I
don’t claim to be vegetarian, although I rarely eat a
lot of meat. Green vegetables, organic, natural foods
are kind to me; flavor enhancers, E numbers and
manufactured food are not.
• Salt water showers, Epsom salts in baths… clean
that energy from your body after a long day at
work… buy some sage incense sticks for your home,
you can also ‘smudge’ your body. Sage is a very
popular energetic cleansing technique. Copal is also
another great method and if you like essential oils
try juniper.

The reason I wanted to give a few techniques on
protection is so that this ability can be developed
with responsibility. As with clairvoyants,
developing latent gifts within you can also have side
effects if not careful or responsible. If you are going
to learn to ride a horse or ride a bike, you wear a
hat.

To develop your empathic skills
• You can begin by holding the jewelry objects of
your friends and see what images/feelings come to
you. Even if it feels strange, communicate your
findings.
• Your intuition can communicate to you in many
ways and sometimes uses metaphors.
• Try ‘feeling’ into your friends, what moods are
they in today?
• Move around your home… are there places that
feel ‘heavier’ or less inviting than others?
• Maybe choose a close friend and meditate on them.
What are they feeling? Maybe your clairvoyant
abilities want to join in, it is common for other
skills, sensitivities to combine…
• What are they doing? Call them and ask them. See
how accurate you are. And trust yourself and your
abilities.

• Remember, you spent years at school
developing your intellect. All those hours spent
repeating the 6 times table so that you could
instantly recall the answer, an imprint in your
mind.
Your psychic abilities/intuition is located in your
right brain, your intellect in your left.
You have spent a lifetime developing your left
because you were told that this is the way to get on
in life, achieve, progress and create/live a life. You
are intuitive. You have these abilities.
Use a little bit of patience combined within right
brain activities and exercises and allow your
consciousness to expand…
Clairsentient/Empathic abilities:
• Experiencing other realities through the sense of
touch.
• A tickling sensation on the body when connection
with spirit. This usually includes the face, hands,
neck.
• Spirit scents - floral and other fragrances.
• Overwhelming emotions when out in public or
around a lot of people such as a shopping mall.
• Feeling sensitive to the moods and emotions of
others.

CLAIR-COGNIZANCE: PSYCHIC
KNOWING, DIRECT INFORMATION, THE
PURE CHANNEL
Clair-cognizance is clarity. If someone said justify
or prove what you know, you wouldn't be able to
because the energy is intangible. It takes faith to
use Clair-cognizance however it is one of the
greatest gifts of intuition.
Clair-cognizance is also known as 'Clairknowing’; it can come as one of those moments
when an insight pops into your head.
• A Clair-cognizant just knows and is a direct
channel of grace.
• It’s as if the words are moving through the mouth
without having to process of think of the
information.

Intuition is a form of Clair-cognizant. Everyone
has intuition. It develops into Clair cognizant if
we listen to it and develop it over time.
We’ve all had experiences where we have been able
to answer a question or have acted on impulse and
been correct in our judgments where there has been
no explanation to our ‘knowledge’ or ‘actions’, these
are moments of Claircognizant, our intuition
bypassing our intellect and providing an
unexplainable answer or solution to a problem.
• Have you ever just said something that was right
that you couldn’t have possibly known? At the time
it felt natural and completely organic, although
afterwards it confused you?
• Do you ever lose things or watch people looking for
objects and ‘just know’ where they are without
hunting?
• Have you ever instinctively chosen the queue
which moves faster or been close to the supermarket
checkout that suddenly opens avoiding huge trolleys
and screaming kids?
• Do you instinctively ‘know’ if one of your offspring, friends or pets is feeling unwell?
If you have answered ‘yes’ to most of these you
have Claircognizant abilities that are calling to
be noticed!!!

• Keep a journal. Write these synchronicities down.
Paying attention to them will increase them.
• As I mentioned before, Intuition and psychic skills
are in ALL of us. Really, the more developed your
right brain and integrated with your left hemisphere
the more in tune you are with your gifts.
• Intuitive gifts are really about developing the
right brain, allowing creativity and connection to
flow. It also means becoming in touch with your
emotions and feelings without losing the
development of your left brained ‘logic’ and
intellect.
• Remember, we need to integrate our feelings,
emotions and intuitions with our left brain filter or
we would be out of control emotionally, psychically
and energetically. Neither hemisphere is more
important than the other.

Ways to develop your Intuition or Claircognizant
abilities is to maybe ‘test yourself’.
• You could ask someone to hide an object in a room
and see if you are guided towards the location.
• Or just tune into that ‘inner’ pull within you when
it comes to queues, driving spaces and checkouts…

• A little bit of meditation can help to open your
right brain and create space within you to allow
these messages easier access to your being.
• I also find that my messages are at their
strongest when I am relaxed and feeling clear.
It’s almost like if I try to force it; I jam the circuits,
or if I am emotionally charged or attached to the
outcome then this can sabotage my intuition. So be
gentle with yourself. Don’t push your energy too
hard, your intention to open is enough…
• Your being within would love to express itself
to you and is just looking for various ways to shine
through.
• Trust that as you learn more about you that these
skills will be easier to access as time goes on…
I fully believe that by the power of suggestion we
open doors within us that then gives our inner
spirit a chance of stepping into our lives with
greater clarity providing bigger opportunities,
synchronicities and moments to grow and shine.
Trust yourself, open your heart/mind and the rest
will follow…
Clair-cognizant abilities:

• You just ‘know’ something without any
explanation.
• As you speak you have a very clear sense of what
you are saying but it’s not coming from a logical
rational space although the information feels true
and correct.

HOW INTUITIVE ARE YOU?
Questions:
• Do you know who is calling sometimes when the
phone rings of you receive a text?
• Do you sometimes contact your friends or family
because you have a feeling something is wrong?
• Do you remember your dreams or sometimes dream
things before they happen?
• Do you have a deep sense of there being more to
this world than you ‘see’?
• Are you following the synchronicities and
coincidences that life presents to you?
Here's a quiz I love and blogs on mystic, emppths
old souls...
http://lonerwolf.com/what-type-of-empath-areyou/

RESOURCES
Developing your abilities is always easier with a
little help... Here's some great ways to delve
deeper into your hidden gifts...
Take a reiki course. Find someone recommended
near you. This is a great way to 'begin the flow of
energy' and understand more...
Theta Healing. This really helped me to connect to
source and how to protect myself, clear limiting
beliefs and much more...
Intuitive Healing. Judith Orlof
Loved this book!!!
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